
Brewery of the Month

The brewery was founded in 1994 by Nino Bacelle under his own 
name. In the beginning we had only one ale, the Guldenberg, named 
after the Guldenberg Abbey in Wevelgem, where beer was brewed in 
the past. With a history in the beer world (since 1930 the Bacelle - 
Noffels family was active in beer commerce and as a lemonade 
producer), Nino had started experimenting with brewing ale in 1981. 
After an education as brewer at the CTL in Ghent in the mid eighties, 
he kept experimenting and in the nineties he thought his time had 
come (and his ale was good enough) to commercialize his ale. After a 
decent study of the possibilities to start his own brewery, he decided to 
start with brewing in a existing brewery. The good thing about this 
formula is that it’s possible to brew profitable without big investments. 
The Deca brewery in Woesten was chosen to do this and in the first 
year 9000 liters of Guldenberg were brewed. 

Mid nineties Nino got to know Guido Devos through the beer tasters association HOP. Guido is a 
founding member of HOP and had been active as an amateur brewer for years. In 1996 they decided to 
bundle their powers. “Brewery Nino Bacelle” becomes a BVBA of which both own a fifty percent share 
and is now called “Brewery De Ranke”. The name came from the hop ranks and has been chosen because 
we are convinced that hops are the most important ingredient in our ales. Since then 5 new ales have 
been created: Père Noël, a Christmas ale; XX Bitter, the most bitter ale in Belgium and the ale that gave 
our brewery it’s reputation; Kriek De Ranke, a natural fruit ale; Cuvee De Ranke, an ale of mixed origin 
with Lambic and the Noir De Dottignies, a dark ale. 

After 11 years of brewing at the Deca brewery a new brewery was started in Dottignies in the province of 
Hainaut. In 2008 about 2000 Hl (200.000l) of ale was produced of which 60% is being exported around 
the world



Its color is blond; made of pale malt with the addition of candy sugar. Hallertau 
hops are used as a bitter and aroma hop. Dry-hopping techniques are used with 
the same hops which give the ale its unique flavor and aroma and its perfect 
balance between bitter and sweet.

Guldenberg -  Tripel-style abbey ale - 8.5%abv   -  330ml  Bottle - $12

XX Bitter or Extra Extra Bitter is a blond, bitter ale containing 6.2% vol. Alc. It’s 
famous for it’s very bitter and strong flavour. XX is being made with pale pilsner malt 
and loads of Brewers Gold and Hallertau hop flowers. A perfect combination that has 
been nationally and internationally praised. This ale has been a real trendsetter for the 
current comeback of bitter ales in Belgium.

XX Bitter  - Blond Bitter Ale - 6.2%abv  - 330ml - $12 / 750ml - $30

Very rich taste from the six different kinds of malt used. These malts also give it that 
rich, dark, nearly black color. The royal doses of Challenger and Saaz hops bring the 
typical balance between sweet and bitter with a dry finish.

Noir de Dottignies - Strong Dark Ale - 9%abv - 330ml - $12 / 750ml - $30

Traditional to a Hainaut saison in some ways but with a true De Ranke twist to leave 
it’s mark.  Aromas of citrus, fresh grain, pear and apricot.   Amber in color, much 
cleaner yeast profile than a typical saison with flaovors of stone fruit and semi sweet, 
dry spice with a dry light floral Belgian hop finish.

Saison de Dottignies- Saison / Farmhouse -5.5%abv  - 330ml - $10

Cuvee is an ale of mixed origin like many Belgian breweries used to make. The 
production process is nearly the same as for the Kriek, the difference being that no 
cherries are added. It’s a naturally amber acidified ale in which we try to reach the 
perfect balance between sweet and sour. 

Cuvée de Ranke - Wild Sour Ale - 7%abv  - 750ml - $48

“Kriek that’s unique because the composition is based on two different styles of 
sour ales. Being the red-brown style from the Roeselare/ Kortrijk/ Oudenaarde-
region and the Lambic style from the Pajottenland-region, close to Brussels. We 
produce and acidify the red-brown ale ourselves, after which we add 25% sour 
cherries. These cherries stay in the ale for 6 months. Once fermented, the cherries 
come out and we add Lambic from Brewery Girardin. After this the ale matures for 
a while before being ready to drink. It’s an explicit thirst quencher, that contains 
nearly no sugar.” - ReRanke Brewery website

Kriek De Ranke  - Wild Sour Cherry Ale - 7%abv - 


